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Shop Talk: Getting a Jump

This project will show how to fabricate a standard three-terminal auxiliary aircraft battery .... lief cover must slide over the counter bored screw heads in the plug ... 
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shop talk Getting a Jump Making your own aircraft jumper cables D AVE BARK ER, EA A 587700



t some point a weak or dead aircraft battery plagues us all. With aircraft jumper cables costing as much as $200, many opt to do without them. However, I’ve made my own three-terminal auxiliary aircraft battery connector and cables. This project will show how to fabricate a standard three-terminal auxiliary aircraft battery connector and cables. The plug body can be fabricated out of a variety of materials—from Delrin to wood. I used vacuum-formed ABS to make the plug shell. The shell is filled with poly-



A



ester body resin (Bondo) and allowed to cure. Dimples molded into the shell provide drill index locations for the terminal contact holes. Trim off and sand the flange flush after the cure. Using a drill press vise, drill two 1/2-inch diameter holes and one 5/16-inch hole through the length of the plug body on 1.000-inch centers. Drill all three holes before removing the plug from the drill vise to assure the holes are parallel. To secure the terminal contacts, drill three #43 holes



Aircraft jumper cables can be an expensive investment, but with a little elbow grease it is possible to make your own at a fraction of the price.
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Materials • ABS plastic shell and back strain relief cover available from B.A.R.C. • 3 ounces Bondo available from NAPA Auto Parts (polyester resin) • Two 15/32-inch OD x 2-inch brass tubing available from K&S • 5/16-inch OD x 2-inch brass tubing available from K&S • Automotive jumper cables available from Harbor Freight • Two #4 x ¾- inch long sheet metal screws • #6 x 1-½ inch long sheet metal screw • Hot glue



Trim off and sand the flange flush after the cure.



(0.089-inch diameter approximately 1/4-inch from the back edge of the connector shell) across each diameter of the power terminal holes (flat side of the connector). Then drill the relay pin hole (#43 hole) transversely through the rounded end of the connector shell through the 5/16-inch diameter relay power enable terminal hole and then on through the center positive battery terminal hole. Counter bore each #43 hole with a 1/4inch drill, 3/16-inch deep to recess the heads of the mounting screws. Terminal contacts are fabricated from K&S brass tubing stock. Cut two lengths of 15/32-inch outside diamEAA Sport Aviation
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shop talk



ABOVE: Finished plug shell and terminal contacts. USe a Dremel tool rotary slitting saw to make the cuts in the brass pieces. BELOW: The soldered terminal and back shell. Ideally, each terminal will be secured at only one point to allow it to float within the plug shell.
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eter (OD) by 2 inches long and one piece of 5/16-inch OD by 2 inches long (0.016-inch wall). Use a band saw to cut approximately halfway through the tube diameter at a distance of 1/2-inch from the end of each tube. Use a Dremel tool rotary slitting saw to make a single slit in the tube lengthwise, from the far end to the midpoint of the half-diameter cut made previously. Make these cuts for all of the brass pieces.



Heat Treating Put the brass tubing in a 500o F oven for two hours, and then slowly aircool it. This simple heat treatment precipitation hardens the brass and makes it springier. Clean off the interior oxide formed by heating with a wad of Scotch-Brite or fine abrasive paper.



Cables Remove the battery clamps from one end of a set of automotive jumper cables. Strip the insulation back onehalf inch. Insert each cable through



EAA Sport Aviation
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shop talk the back shell strain reliefs (red positive lead goes to center terminal). Solder to the uncut ends of each 1/2inch brass terminal. I recommend a small pencil torch. Use a large soldering iron or small torch for tinning the cable ends and inside the terminals. Then reflow solder cable to the terminal. Do not overheat the terminals; doing so will destroy the spring temper. Insert the terminals into the plug shell. (The red positive lead/terminal goes to the center hole.) Hold the end of the terminal flush with the back end of the plug shell and then transfer drill a #43 hole through the brass terminal. Use a #4 sheet metal screw to secure the terminal to the plug body. Each terminal is ideally secured at only one point to allow it to float within the plug shell for self-alignment with the mating connector. Insert the 5/16-inch diameter relay power enable terminal.
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Hold it flush with the back of the plug body and transfer drill laterally from the rounded end of the shell all the way to the positive center battery terminal. Install a long #6 sheet metal screw to electrically connect the relay enable contact to the positive center terminal contact. Make sure all screw heads are well recessed in the plug body. (The back shell/strain relief cover must slide over the counter bored screw heads in the plug body.) Connector mechanic’s logic is designed such that the power and ground terminals are in good contact on the aircraft connector pins before the shorter length relay power pin makes contact. This prevents contact arcing. Likewise, the relay disables current flow from the power contact pins before disconnect. Test fit the connector to the aircraft plug and then back fill each cable/ terminal strain relief interface/sleeve



with hot glue, and quickly slide the back cover on the plug body. Dave Barker helps produce the EAA Chapter 79’s Craft and Techniques pages.



GO DIRECT A kit of materials consisting of vacuum-formed ABS plastic plug shell, back cable strain relief cover, brass tubing cut and slotted, 12-foot automotive-style jumper cable set, and required screws is available from B.A.R.C. for $26 plus $8 S&H. Contact B.A.R.C. 5313 S. Skymeadow Skymeadow Airpark Greenacres, WA 99016 www.BarkerAircraft.com [email protected]
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shop talk Wiring Help 

price anywhere from about $20 to $30. The alligator clips are Radio Shack part number 270-. 356. They have red and black vinyl coverings. I used No. 14 lamp ...
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Shop Talk: Magnetic Duplicator 

Circulation (By Mail and Outside the Mail): 1. Mailed Outside-. County Paid Subscriptions Stated on PS Form 3541 (Include paid distribution above nominal rate, ...
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shop talk Wiring Help 

A flip of the switch turns the system on and off or reverses the current. Having wired one airplane without this, I will tell you that it is well worth the time and money.
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shop talk Bits and Pieces 

Finishing Tape Timesaver. As I was covering my RANS S-7 using the Poly-Fiber system, I found that by using a drawing compass I could save a lot of time laying ...
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shop talk Rivet Cutting Gauge 

latter from the former will show the Cleco is â€œmeasuringâ€� the grip length of the rivet you ... rod in the center is free to slide into position to transfer the required rivet ...
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Shop Talk: Angle of Attack Indicator - AeroElectric Connection 

mount the vane assembly and routing the connecting cable through ... (small hole holds Hall sensor). Board with ... span position (bottom green display element ...
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OUI Talk | OUI Talk 

Europ assistance logo b2472535baac4ecab623a44ecf4ffefd5d576c8b004e3dc2f3b2689d0db58799 Railteam logo 2b19df5dd569db4440d606c28777d025afeb2b3d9f0dbc2175a2e81d569b8ca3. SUIVEZ NOUS ! NOS APPLIS MOBILES. App 66fa6a347863322f4ca1a1a79c39330f86e03f2b4e074
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OUI Talk | OUI Talk 

OUI Talk est la plateforme communautaire et participative de la marque OUI.sncf. Retrouvez toutes nos derniÃ¨res actualitÃ©s ainsi que tous les projets que nous.
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Shop Talk: Angle of Attack Indicator - AeroElectric Connection 

ring carrier for the Hall sensor and pivot bearing that slides on ... position voltage output from the Hall sensor versus angle ... Note: In ground calibration you will.
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OUI Talk | OUI Talk 

OUI Talk est la plateforme communautaire et participative de la marque OUI.sncf. Retrouvez toutes nos derniÃ¨res actualitÃ©s ainsi que tous les projets que nous.
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jump-sqi 

Jan 15, 2004 - to query one or several layers at a time. â€¢ to perform queries on any type of attribute but Object type. â€¢ to perform spatial queries (intersects, ...
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Getting Cheapest Instant Access 6 Pack Shop Tyrone Pa 

Agency - Missouri US > Fort gordon - Georgia US > Norton - Virginia US > Cumberland - Maine US. Obtenez des abdominaux dÃ©finis en quelques semaines!
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JUMP UP 

Jump up music I'll make yer never want to stop Jump up! Jump up! Jump up! Jamaica. Jump up! Jump up! Jamaica. Jump up music I'll make yer never want to ...
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GETTING A JOB UNIT 1 

technology fills situations vacantâ€�. CE. Correction ex. 1-2. GROUP WORK â†’ summarize / rephrase each paragraph + add linkwords and introductory verbs.
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a reversible-jump mcmc algorithm for estimating 

... MODEL. APPLICATION TO THE UNMIXING OF HYPERSPECTRAL IMAGES. .... fore, a reversible jump Markov Chain Monte Carlo (RJ-MCMC) al- gorithm [8] ...
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GETTING A JOB UNIT 1 

Oct 12, 2018 - GROUP WORK â†’ summarize / rephrase each paragraph + add linkwords and introductory ... End of worksheet â†’ how to write a CV. Read.
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A PIC-based Talk-Through Box - Souterweb 

case the System Nicola, but the circuit is adaptable to other ... This device can be made very compact and is integrated into a connector that connects to the ... 18. BCRA CAVE RADIO & ELECTRONICS GROUP, JOURNAL 55, MARCH 2004 ...
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ViconNet JUMP - Vicon Security 

Prise en charge de 6 camÃ©ras maximum sans droit de licence ... jusqu'Ã  six camÃ©ras rÃ©seau depuis un seul NVR, et ce, sans droit de licence pour les .... d'enregistrement : assure un enregistrement continu en signalant aux utilisateurs toute erreu
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lambda talk 

3) Functions are created with lambda and named with def: {def SMART_ADD ... These examples use the "+" Math operator, the "b" HTML/CSS .... special form {def word expression}, with which we will populate the ...... Notes/06%20Lisp.pdf.
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high-jump - IAAF 

1 mars 2018 - Donald THOMAS. BAH. 2.20. 6. XXX. O. 1 Jul 84. 10. Yu WANG. CHN ... Jamal WILSON. BAH. 2.20. 9. XXX. XXO. 1 Sep 88. NAME. VENUE.
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PRIX EQUI JUMP, GRANDVILLARS 

23 aoÃ»t 2014 - BAREME. CAVALIERS INSCRITS. SERIE. MEIER Martin. FLÃœHLER Peter. QUELOZ ValÃ©rie, 2855 BASSECOURT / TÃ©l. privÃ©: 079 101 21 62.
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ViconNet JUMP - Vicon Security 

Microsoft, Windows et Windows Server sont des marques dÃ©posÃ©es de ... 64 bits ; Microsoft Vista 32 bits ; Microsoft. Windows 7 Professional 32 ou 64 bits ;.
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Liasse fiscale JUMP TECHNOLOGY 

Dont amortissements exceptionnel de 25% des constructions nouvelles (art. 39 quinquies ..... Si vous relevez du rÃ©gime de groupe : indiquer 1 si sociÃ©tÃ© mÃ¨re,.
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BeanShellEditor for JUMP 

Nov 13, 2004 - In this code, a condition is represented as a class used to execute a query : Warning. To execute this code, you must have bsh-2.0b2.jar in the ...
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